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Ball Screen Repetitions 
Zico Coronel 

Spacing Terminologies  

Shakes = 2 Side Front Side, 1 Side Back Side


Wing = 3 Side Front Side


Elbow = 1 Side Front Side, 2 Side Back Side


Aim of PNR = make the defense always wrong. Whatever way they want to guard us is wrong! A 
multi-choice Kahoot test where all the answers are incorrect!


Aggressive Coverages = Level or Higher than the Screen. E.g. show, trap, switch, high flat


Conservative Coverages = Anything Below the Screen. Ice, Drops, low flat etc. 


Punish Aggressive Coverage: 

We want to pass ahead to the 2 high (on the 45) part of the two side.


Shakes = Front Pass and Diagonal Dive/ Roll UNLESS we see another obvious passing route 
open such as x2 tagging the roller (can throwback) or x4 collapsing (strike pass or quick swing).

Wing = Front Pass and Straight Dive/ Roll

Elbow = Throw-Back Pass = Wide Roll OR Short Roll Pass = Cut and Slide


Punish Conservative Coverage: 

We want to make back passes (assuming 2v2, same as above if 3rd defender helps make a 
different pass). 


Shakes = Back Pass (Lob or Throwback to Roller)  + Straight Dive/ Roll OR Pop & optional back 
side ghost cut the tag

Wing = Back Pass + Straight Dive/ Roll or Pop 
Elbow = Back Pass (Lob or Kickback) + Straight Dive / Roll OR Short Roll or Pop & Compulsory 
Back Side Back Cut the Tag
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Drills: 
• Efficient use of time and load to gain maximum quality, contextual repetitions

• Competitive

• Allowing visual scanning

• Skills to execute decision with precision


Drill 1 = Shakes 1v1 Guard with Coach: 
Great for IPP if it’s just one on one with no one else. Good way to still give realistic guides:


Guides: 
• Ball handler looks to complete set-up to gain per-screen separation.

• A = This could mean the reject if the coach gives the cue to do this.

• B = Coach eats screen (goes into chair or bin). If 1 has separation, shoot the pull-up.

• C = Coach gets a body on the over, no separation. Can KOB and finish at the rim, or hook pass 

to coach (who now simulates the pop). Sprint between the bases to get to the corner for a 
baseline drive, hammer pass and catch and shoot 3.


Passes = left hand hook, left hand behind the back etc.



Loads = vary with different type of ball screen, e.g on the angle, step-up, elbow etc.


Drill 2 = Elbow 2v1 Guard & Big (or let guards share playing as the big) vs Coach: 

Screen to take away the under and force the over. Coach carries a balls.


Guides: 
• A = Ball handler gets separation on an under = shoot. 5 man pops and coach gives them a 

second shot.

• B = No separation on an under = both players must connect for the “Twist.” Must threaten the 

reject on the twist. Twist can be instant or later (e.g. ball handler dribbles to angle and twist 
comes then).


• C = On the twist, cues exactly same cues as A, B or C in drill 1. If driver hits 5 popping, they 
sprint out and receive a strike pass from the coach from 45 to corner.
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Drill 3 = Wing 
PNR 2v1  
(Guard & Big 
vs 
Coach) 

Coach carries 
second ball.


• A = Pre-
screen set-up could mean the reject if the coach gives the cue to do this.


• B = Under = shoot if separation. Twist if no separation

• C = Body on over. Finish or pass to roller. Pass = shoot floater but not at the rim! 


Drill 4 = Angle PNR 2v1  (2 Guards vs Coach) 

Work on bullet pass ahead. Coach carries second ball.


• A = Pre-screen set-up could mean the reject if the coach gives the cue to do this.

• B = Under = shoot if separation. Coach skips pass to guard for a 1 on 0 rep. They must be in 

4pt spacing.

• C = Body on over = stimulate a stunting defender as nail help. This cues imaginary corner player 

to ghost cut, for 2 to drift and receive the kick-out. Out to space after pass and receive ball from 
coach for shot.
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Drill 
5 = 3v2 + Coach Shakes (vs Conservative Coverage) 

Great for warm-up to get reps on decisions and read out of the Shake PNR. Not full intensity yet.


• Screener must do a set-up. On-ball defender (coach) is getting a body over then out of the play. 

• 5 man can roll or pop. 

• X2 primary helper. 1 uses eyes to manipulate and deceive x2. 

• X2 doesn’t help = pass to 5 on the straight roll or pop.

• X2 helps = pass to 2 on the shake or ghost cut.

• If x5 leaves driving lane open, 1 can take the lay-up.




Drill 6 = 4v3 + Coach Spread (vs Conservative Coverage) 

Now in spread PNR, ball handler must read two potential tag defenders.
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• Screener must do a set-up. On-ball defender (coach) is getting a body over then out of the play. 

• If x4 tags on 5’s pop, 4 back-cuts. Must now look at if x2 helps on this cut or not.




Drill 7 = 3v1 4v2 Spread (vs Aggressive Coverage) Short Roll Cut & Slide 

Replace player for coach making the pass in. Pass into roll man has to be a retreat dribble and 
right hand hook into 5’s inside hand. Could also be a pocket if two showing defenders have a high 
hand. 


• Could do it guided? High hands = pocket. Low hands = hook over the top.

• Roller must use reverse pivot on left foot, backpedal to ball to get chest to ball. 

• Jump stop on catch to avoid a charge vs x4

• Now front pivot on the catch and can read the rotations

• Time cut dependent on speed of 4. 


• Load in extra o and defender on the 45. On the cut, 2 slides.
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Drill 8 = 5v4 + Coach Mix Coverages 

5v4, coach on on ball defender. Mix aggressive or conservative coverages for one round, then mix 
them.


If you allow them to communicate code for the coverage, it makes the defense better. If you 
decide to now allow the coverage code, it makes the offense better as they just have to read it.


Drill 9 = 5v4+1 Spread  

When 2 goes, x2 must hi-5 Coach before rearview chasing 2.


Assistant coach can give them coverages which they have to remember, e.g. conservative 2 in a 
row then aggressive.



